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Who doesn’t love Cookies?  I love cooking and baking.  Lil’ Man and I bake together.  Being

only 19 months old, he helps mostly by sitting on the counter and throwing chocolate chips or

raisins into the mixing bowl.

And, of course, he helps mommy eat the cookies.

Being a baker and a history nerd, I was super excited when Brette Sember, the author

of Cookie: A Love Story: Fun Fact, Delicious Stories, Fascinating History, Tasty Recipes, and

More contacted me to review her e-book.
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You can read about it at www.CookieALoveStory.com.

This full-length ebook includes:

- Why we are physically and psychologically programmed to love cookies

- How cookies were invented and how they evolved

- How history has affected the development of cookies (the Industrial Revolution, colonization

of America, world wars, and our changing dietary needs have all affected the cookie and been

affected by it – an amazing interplay!)

- State cookies, official cookie days, the world’s biggest cookie, cookie stacking contests and

other fun

- Heartwarming and thought-provoking stories from real people about how cookies have had

meaning in their lives

Cookie Cookie Cookie starts with C!!!—
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Share this:

- The history of Girl Scout cookies, fortune cookies, Oreos, Fig Newtons, and more of your

favorites

- Special recipes allow you to not only experience the changes cookies have undergone over

time, but also to replicate some your store-bought favorites at home

- Bright and fun and photos

- Stories about the cookie characters who have made cookies a national past time, such as

the inventor of the chocolate chip cookie, Wally Amos, the woman behind Pepperidge Farms,

and Betty Crocker.

Now you can win a copy this fun e-book (available for Nook, Kindle, or PDF) for yourself or to

give as a gift.  Entering this contest is super easy.

Just leave a comment on this post: What’s your favorite cookie to share at the holidays?

You can earn a bonus entry by posting your favorite cookie recipe.

Each entry must be in a separate comment.

We’ll pick a winner on 11/23/12.  Remember, you can’t win if you don’t enter!

This entry was posted in Uncategorized and tagged chocolate chip cookie, colonization

of america, cookie, e-book, fig newtons, food, girl scout cookies, giveaway, history,

recipes, restaurants by Cacoupondiva. Bookmark the permalink
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Velvet

on November 13, 2012 at 10:15 am said:

Chocolate Chip!!!
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Pingback: Sweepstakes ~ Blogging Three giveaways with very few giveaways!

Lindsey VanWickel

on November 13, 2012 at 10:19 am said:

I love 7 layer cookie bars!! Always a hit!

Lindsey VanWickel

on November 13, 2012 at 10:20 am said:

Here is the recipe http://allrecipes.com/recipe/seven-layer-bars/

Alice Perez

on November 15, 2012 at 12:19 pm said:

I like peanut butter cookies, so, at Christmas time, I make some and place a

Hershey’s kiss on top.

Stephanie Bates

on November 16, 2012 at 9:50 pm said:

Snickerdoodles!
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Heidi Gray (@savemrespendles)

on November 17, 2012 at 5:52 pm said:

Chocolate chip please!!

Heidi

on November 17, 2012 at 7:54 pm said:

My favorite cookie to to share (oh do I HAVE to share them) are Molasses Cookies.

The recipe comes from my husband’s grandmother and they are divine.

Here is the recipe – http://www.hotcouponworld.com/2011/12/homemade-holiday-

treat-molasses-cookies/
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